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microsoft also introduced a new way of sharing files with its peer-to-peer network. now its possible to share your files and data on the new network. microsoft has also included two new communication levels in windows vista home premium. windows vista home premium is a very old version of the windows vista operating system. it is a bit of a modification of the earlier version with some new features added to it. the basic look of the operating system is very similar to that of windows xp, but on the other hand, it is a completely new package with some changes in the user interface. in this operating system,
you can do more in a simple way than that of windows xp. windows vista home premium 32-bit includes the personalization and media center, and other improvements and features. microsoft has implemented some changes in the booting process. it now includes a service that launches automatically when you first start your computer and provides users with automatic updates. it also includes a service that enables the system to recognize the internet connection when you start your computer. this operating system includes several new applications. you can now add songs, pictures, and videos from your
hard drive to the music library. it also has a video editor which helps you to edit your videos. you can now play your favorite movies on the windows media player. if you wish to keep your screen clean, you can use the desktop background feature. it also includes a new communication application called windows messenger. this application helps you to send instant messages to your friends online. all the applications of this operating system are completely new in terms of usability and functionality. it also includes some of the applications of windows xp. in terms of speed, it is one of the slowest versions of

windows vista. the speed is so slow that it takes time to boot, open the start menu, and open the applications.
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windows vista home premium is the home version of windows vista operating system. home version of this operating system has the same appearance as the office version. the home version of this operating system has the standard features like the start bar and the other graphical interface features. this version has a more enhanced feature
than the office version. there are two different versions of windows vista home premium, which are referred as the home basic and the home premium. but we will be discussing about the home premium version only in this article. the home premium version of windows vista has the capability to download the images and the music as well. but

there are some limitations while downloading the images. the user can not download the images from the web sites like downloading the images from the online shopping site. there are many new features added in this operating system. vista home premium has a lot of enhancements to the media libraries and the documents. one of the
major features of the media libraries is that it can be used by the users on any connected computer. the user can also transfer the files to any external device like the ipod. another feature of the media library of this operating system is the support for the media streaming. the windows live mail is a new feature added in this operating system,
which is specially designed to make the user use the mail. the user can also send the emails while on the phone. the new windows live mail is very easy to use. the user can access the mail by just clicking on the name of the account on the account list on the task bar. all the emails, the attachments and other properties of the email are stored

in the windows live mail. but there is a limitation of this new email application, as it can not be used on the web sites like downloading the images. the ability to send the image through the email is not supported by the windows live mail. the images can be downloaded from the web sites like the cnn.com etc, and the image can be added to
the live mail. 5ec8ef588b
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